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In our age of Black Lives Matter, “where is the black erotic onscreen?” 
 

It is in Desire’s Kiss, an award-winning, independent episodic film 
releasing its first trailer at midnight on August 25, 2016. 

 
As it seems “we are accustomed to seeing Black bodies murdered, violated, in danger … it is time to see 
Black bodies in love, in connection, engaged in thought, realizing tenderness, sensuality, affection and 
pleasure,” writes Robyn Batts with the film, TV and web series blog, Shadow and Act. Delivering just 
that and more, Desire’s Kiss is about a young Christian woman, sexy beyond her years, who comes of 
age in the hands of an older lover – despite objections from her family, her faith and her fears. 
 
Concerned with the cries of single, Christian Black women frustrated by the lack of practical guidance 
in their communities of faith regarding sexuality, rev. dr. candi dugas wrote and produced Desire’s 
Kiss. “Traditionally the Church, and especially the Black church, is virtually silent on matters of bodies, 
sex and cis-heterosexuality – beyond its admonitions not to do it unless you’re married,” dugas 
laments. “This silent conversation needs to change. It is actually harmful to our single women, who are 
longing needlessly for love and affection, especially experienced through physical touch. The Bible, as 
a whole, does not conclusively or clearly declare that sexual intercourse is only permissible between 
married couples.” 
 
Desire’s Kiss (DK) is also inspired by the lovers’ tale in the Bible’s “Song of Songs.” DK regales a modern 
version in the passionate story of Desire Mathis and Mose de L’Avent, who like the Song’s Shulammite 
and Shepherd, are not married. Desire falls for Mose while photographing him for the first marketing 
campaign of his already successful garden boutique. A renowned landscaper, Mose also has a 
reputation of being incredibly charismatic and irresistible. Desire is confident in her own allure, but 
their 13-year age difference allows Mose an advantage in experience that Desire cannot match or deny 
– at least at first. 
 
Their love takes them to places within themselves that neither one anticipates – all along a backdrop of 
disapproval, led by Desire’s conservative and oldest brother, James Woodson, Jr. Known as Woodson, 
he feels ultimately responsible for their family’s marketing firm along with the well-being of his baby 
sister. Though unhappily married to Catherine, he is convinced that decency and order is the only 
path to being successful and well-respected – personally and professionally. 
 
Desire’s Kiss (DK) won Best Screenplay during 2013’s Urban MediaMaker Film Festival and its first 
trailer will be released at midnight on Thursday, August 25, 2016. dugas and the entire incredibly 
talented DK team invite you to watch and like it as they prepare to produce the rest of Desire’s story. 
“Desire’s Kiss helps us to change the conversation around feminine sexuality in the context of faith,” 
dugas explains. “Simply put, sex is better when it is free to operate in full mutuality between partners. 
The imbalances we experience in our society have their roots in traditional religious notions of 
patriarchy’s power, guised as G~d’s preferred order for a righteous and holy humanity.” 
 
Directed by Julie Skrzypek, Desire’s Kiss stars Cameron Wingo as Desire with the cast of C. M. Henry, 
Kerwin Thompson, Naaya Elizabeth Bassey and Tishona Miller. Shot by Shoccara S. Marcus and 
edited by Dré Barnes, CC Sunchild and Jordan Crawford consulted on its music. Watch the Desire’s 
Kiss trailer at https://desireskiss.wordpress.com and like it on Facebook, @DesiresKiss. 


